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FOREWORD 
Un$er Contrcict NAS8-25639, the Lockheed-Georgia Company designed, f~bi-icated, 
and tested advanced composite standards which represent, as naturally as possible, the 
potential variations which can occur when these materials are processed into a finished 
structure. This final report presents the detailed designs, complete fabrication pro- 
cedures, and nondestructive evaluations of the test standards as specified under Phases I 
and II of the program. For internal control purposes, this report has been designated as 
Loc kheed-Georg ia Report ER- 10883. 
This program was conducted in the Materials Development Laboratory o f  Loc kheed- 
Georgia which i s  under the survei I lance of M r .  J . F . Cotton, Manager of the 
Laboratory; Dr. E . E . Underwood, Associate Director of Research, Materia Is Sciences; 
and Dr. J . F. Sutton, Director of Research. M r .  W. H . Lewis was the Program 
Manager and Messrs. B . L. Weil, W. M . Pless, and G . W . Burton were principal 
investigators. 
The authors wish to acknowledge the important contributions made to this program by 
Messrs. G . W.  Burton, S . C . Porter, and R .  W. Nagy of the Lockheed-Georgia 
Materia Is  Development Laboratory, who fabricated and cured the composite standards; 
the Loc kheed-Georgia Qual i ty  Assurance Branch, who was responsible for a l  l 
X-radiographic services; and D . S . Harmer o f  the Georgia Institute of ~ e c  hnology, 
who contributed his services in performing neutron radiography of several of the 
standards. 
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A - 1 
The appearance of hig h-strength, high-modulus, low-density filaments dur ing  the late 
1950's ushered in an exciting new development of advanced composite materials , 
These materials have undergone rapid transition from the laboratory to their preseni- 
applicatiorls in advanced aerospace structures. Fiber-reinforced ma teria I s  (boron and 
graphite in plastic matrices) promise dramatic improvement in  strength, stiffness, and 
weight. However, current applications are not using the fu l l  potential of these 
materials because satisfactory levels of engineering rel iabi l i ty and confidence have not 
been established. Usage w i  l l continue to be severely restricted unt i l  material prop- 
erties can be determined during fabrication and verified throughout the service l i fe .  
The answer to this problem lies in the development and extensive use of improved non- 
destructive evaluation procedures and test equipment, which w i l l  require preparation of 
test standards so that the material characteristics and discontinuities can be determined 
as a function o f  equipment response . 
Advanced composite materia Is, by their nature, can incorporate many variations not 
found in  homogeneous metallic materials. Such variables as the number and orientation 
of plies, duration of cure, heating rates, and acc iden ta I inc lusion of foreign matter 
during layup can undermine the integrity of a finished structure. The test standards 
developed during this program present, as natura I ly as possible, the inconsistencies 
which can occur when fiber composites are fabricated under typica I production 
conditions. 
I !  - DESIGN AND FABRICATION 
Desicrn of Standards 
Test standards serve as valuable inspection tools as long as they closely represent the 
possible configurations of the finished art ic le.  The test art ic le i s  judged defective or 
defect-free by means o f  comparafive evaluation with the appropriate test standards. 
Evaluating service-life potential ca l i s  for consideration far beyond the detection o f  
cracks and voids. The test standards are designed to contain typical errors of process 
and fabrication peculiar to the c hasen materials and processes so that the internal con- 
ditions of the standards represent the most probable conditions to be found in production 
hardware. The type of defect present, and its size, orientation, and location w i th  
reference to the available inspection surfuce are designed to represent the fabrication 
variable; they are not optimized with respect to the capabil i ty of state-of-the-art NDT 
equipment. This  means that design emphasis was placed on creating known defects i n  the 
panels which were not necessarily detectable through current NDT techniques. There- 
fore, destructive tests were conducted on four additional test panels where it was 
considered necessary to verify the defective condition of the standards. 
Detailed designs of the test standards, including configuration, placement of 
defects/variations, and fabrication methods are presented in Figures A-1 through A-7. 
Fabrication of S tandards 
The fabrication of NDT standards was accomplished using typical production equipment 
which i s  part of  the facil i t ies of the Lockheed-Georgia Materials Development 
Laboratory. The test standard panels were 1 1 -1/4 inches square, with stepped thick- 
nesses spaced 2-1/4 inches apart. Step thickness increments are 0.010 inch from 0.020 
to 0.060 inch. The definit ion o f  the steps was assured by using a machined caul plate 
placed face-to-face with the laminate during cure. 
The boron/epoxy materia I was purchased in tape form, approximately 3 inches wide. 
The graphite/epoxy materia I was purchased in '1 2- by 38-inc h sheet form with a 
specified configuration of 4 tows per i n c h  to yield an approximate cured thickness of 
5 mi l s  per ply. Figure A-1 shows an exploded view of a typical laminate. 
The flat paneis were molded in a clamshell autoclave at 85 psig for & minutes at 
350(*1 @)F.  C iosed si iicone-rubber darns and control led bleeding techil iques were used 
to control size and thickness. The honeycomb sandwis h panels consist of hwt-resistant 
3 pheno tic (HRP) core, 3.0#/ft density, and thicknesses of 1/2" (3/! 6" cell) and I " 
(1/4" cel l) .  The face-sheet panels for both sides of the standards containing honeycomb 
core were individually laminated and bonded to the core in a secondary bonding opera- 
tion to avoid altering the condition of the laminate established during cure. This tech- 
nique duplicates the methods presently used to manufacture composite structures from 
fiber materia Is. The honeycomb panels were edged sea led with polysulfide and epoxy 
compounds so that water would not enter the core during subsequent test and evcluation. 
Control ied-temperature molding was used to provide flat laminates of the above- 
specified materials with titanium sheet metal 0.014 inch thick. Laminates were bonded 
to the metal in a secondary bonding operation, using HySol 9614 cured at 150'~ for 
2 hours. 
The intema l defects were placed into the laminates between the first and fourth ply 
(see Figure A-1) at  the time of layup of each configuration. A l l  other defects were 
incorporated during the cure process or prior to the secondary bonding operation. The 
following defects were created in the panels: 
Number of Panels 
Density/porosity, resin variation 
Cure variation, inc lusions 
Bias variation 
Fiber spac ing , overlap, broken fibers 
Delaminations, voids, crushed area 
in honeycomb core 
Boron Graphite 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
Because of the fabrication processes, the limited size of the panels, and the number of 
defects Yncorpe?:~ted, a l l  panels. do not have defect-free areas. Hoae)~comb panels 
were fabricated with a defect-free laminate on the far side of the core. 
An unsuccessful afltewrpt was made to pprduce typical density/porosity variations (as 
shown in Figure A-2) by strip-heating blankets to raise the "Pmpem"rure sf the ends a% 
the panel quickly to a point beyond cure temperature. Phis process appiied'in the past 
with similar resins (American Cyanamid BP 919) produced foaming in the resin and 
created a porous, low-density area . Doubts about the success of this process dic tafed 
,I 
that phenolic microballoons be inserted during layup to ensure porosity. Figure 1 shows 
the microballoons between the second and third layer with no porosity and normal 
density throughout the remainder of the laminate. Resin-rich and resin-poor areas 
depicted in Figure A-2 were achieved through a controlled bleeding technique using 
Mylar  and Armalon separately on halves of the laminate. Analysis performed on a 
boron-epoxy destructive test panel (No. 104) and a graphite-epoxy test coupon showed 
the following: 
TABLE I 
PERCENT RESIN CONTENT 
Narmco Epoxy Resin 
5505 (Boron) 5205 (Graphite) 
As-Received Raw Materia I 33.8 40.2 
Nominal Laminate 23.5 30.4 
Resin Rich 25.2 33.1 
Resin Poor 21.3 27.2 
NOTE: The resin con tent can vary 13% on the prepreg tape. 
A sim i tar variation can be expected in the laminate, 
assuming a dense laminate with low void content, 
Cure Variations and Inclusions 
Cure variations that sign if isan t l y  affect the strength of the high-modo lus materials are 
states of undercure. Overcure or post-curing would do l i t t le  to c h n g e  the strength 
characteristics, Undercure is most comman!y produced through uneven heating in the 
autsc lave. 
The process d a b  for Narrnco epoxy resins 5505 and 5285 ca l l  for a cure of 4 hour at 
358"~:.  Experience with these resins had been directed toward the processing of 
samples for design allowable data. Consequently, there was no experience w i t h  under- 
curing these resins. The undercured panels in this program were processed at 310'~ for 
30 minutes, which was expected to produce a definitely undercured state. However, 
the Barcol hardness tests show an average of 70 for undercured areas and 75 for cured 
areas, indicating that considerable curing of the panels had taken place. Extensive 
mechanical tests were not planned for cure variation. Consequently, there was not 
sufficient material remaining to make samples for testing interlaminar sheur strength 
and transverse flexural strength to determine the degree of degradation of properties by 
the change in process conditions. However, in fabrication of similar laminate systems, 
i t  i s  unlikely that a cure below 310'~ for 30 minutes would ever be scheduled. Any 
process quality control procedure would certain ly  spot the departure from specification 
and indicate appropriate action . Therefore, no further work to evaluate undercure 
was undertaken. 
Cure variations (as shown in Figure A-3) were produced by arresting cure after 30 
minutes when the instrumented end of the laminate nearer the autoclave heat source 
showed that an undercure temperature of 3 1 0 ~ ~  had been reached. The laminate was 
removed from the autoclave, and half of i t  was wrapped with a heating tape and was 
held a t  350'~ for 60 minutes. During this cure cycle a heat sink of aluminum sheet was 
secured to the undercured half of the panel in an attempt to maintain typical undercure 
properties. 
The most potential inclusion, as a result of careless layup, i s  represented in Figure A-3; 
this shows an entire strip of prepreg backing left in the laminate. 
Fiber Variations 
The most common defective condition with respect to fiber spacing arises not through 
irregular spacing in the raw material but in improper placement of adjoining plies at a 
butt joint to create a strength-affecting gap. This spacing problem i s  more serious with 
larger, more rigid boron fibers than with the soft, slender graphite fibers. Fiber 
spacing defects and overlaps were produced in the panels (as shown in Figure A-4) by 
improper placement sf ad$oining plies at but t  tjsints. Broken fibers, common to boron, 
usualIy occur across an entire tape; therefore, entire tapes were manually slit. Broken 
fibers a r e  atypical sf and were n o t  i n c o r p o r a k d  din the paneis. tnste~d, a 
void half the size of the void used for fiber spc ing  defects was placed in the laminate. 
Figure A-5 illustrates o 0', 0(&90)O, and 0(*45)' bias in t h e  orientation of the boron or 
graphite fiber material. One orientation variation of i 0' was considered sufficient to 
create a typical standard for each bias. The panel must be rotated to represent the 
desired bias orientation. 
Delaminations, Voids, and Damaged Core 
Delamination defects (depicted in Figures A-6 and A-7) were produced by inserting 
Tedlar/Arrnalon discs approximately 0.001 5 inch thick. The extent of actual delami- 
nation (Figure 2) i s  shown in a cross-section photomicrograph of a portion of a destruc- 
t ive test panel. Gross delamination from overaged material was produced by staging 
the material in an oven for four hours a t  2 7 5 ' ~ ~  to simulate effects from material left 
out of refrigeration for over 60 days. Figure 3 shows delamination in a cross-section 
photomicrograph made from a portion of a (No. 525) destructive test panel. Prior to 
f inal layup, a section of core with the crushed areas was photographed and i s  presented 
in Figure 4. 
1 1 1  - NBND&STRUCTIGIE EVALUATION 
A single nondestruc f ive test mehod does n o t  suffice to revea 1 a I / possible defects in a 
composite structure. Two or more methods must be used in a complementary fashion to 
characterize these materials adequately. Genera Ily, ~.adiography and ultrasonic C-scan 
techniques w i l l  reveal most, but not necessarily a l l ,  d-fects that may be present in a 
single structure. Other methods such as infrared and microwave may add more informa- 
tion, but the revelation of some defects may have to await further developments and 
refinements in NDT technology . 
One problem i s  caused by the inherent variabil i ty in the heterogeneous composite 
structure, which becomes superimposed on the recorded signal and may mask the 
presence of a defect. Although this problem remains to be solved, various signal 
enhancement approaches can help to c larify such NDT information . 
In l ight of the above considerations, three nondestructive test methods were chosen to 
evil luate the graphite and boron standards designed and fabricated during this program: 
ultrasonic C-scan, radiography, and infrared methods. Discussions of the techniques 
and their results fol low. 
Ultrasonic Evaluation 
The ultrasonic method was applied in two basic techniques, both using longitudinal 
waves and water-immersion: pulse-echo and through-transmission . The through- 
transmission technique was the only one suitable to evaluate the honeycomb standards. 
Whi le either technique could be used with the f lat  panels, the pulse-echo technique 
was used because of the potential enhancement due to two-way travel through the 
panel. However, the pulse-echo wave could not penetrate the two-way thickness of 
the honeycomb panels. 
The ultrasonic tee hniques were not necessari iy optima I ly developed for any panel, but 
were developed to a pcint o f  adequacy for portraying the particu!ar defects. O ~ t i -  
mizing the fec hniqucs for eclc h defect type in each panel wou Id be a major undertaking 
due to the need for def-ermin ing the optimum values of a2 l the pertinent system and 
materia l/defec~aaramei.ers. Systen? parerrnetei"~ in6 Iude ( I )  frequency, diameter* of 
search unit (S/U), focused or unfocused; (2) search unit-to-reflec tor plate distance for 
pulse echo; (3) bansmitting S/U to receiving S/bJ distance for through-transmission; 
(4) sensitivity; (5) reject setting; (6) recording voltage range for signal excursions 
(contrast) and maximum voltage; and (7) pv lsing frequency. Materia I parameters 
inc iude (1) thickness, (2) filament material, (3) structure, (4) complexity, (5) adhesive 
layer bond quality, and (6) defect type. 
The basic ultrasonic techniques are portrayed in the l ine drawings in Figure 5. 
A Sperry UM721 reflec toscope was used in con junction wi th a spec ia I-func tion cabinet 
containing a Sperry Fast Transigate, a Transigraph, and a Type S recording amplifier. 
Either a ION or a HFN pulser/receiver unit  was used in  the UM721 console. Other 
major equipment inc ludes an Automation Industries Research Tank containing variable 
scanning and indexing controls, a variable-angle search unit  manipulator, a thermo- 
sensitive A lfax facsimile recorder, and an assortment of focused and unfocused search 
units. (See Table I1 .) 
The standards were immersed in water in the research tank whi le being scanned and 
they were held in position by a specially made fixture. The high buoyancy of the 
honeycomb panels requireda heavy holding fixture to keep them immersed and 
si-ationary whi le scanning. I t  was necessary to spray the standards l ight ly with a mi ld 
soap solution before immersion to prevent the formation of bubbles particularly on the 
underside of the standards. 
The f lat  panels were scanned in the pulse-echo mode using a 10 mHz sharp-focus 
0.375-inch-diameter search unit  (57A2789). Unfocused 5 mHz and 2.25 mHz were 
tried on some of the f lat  panels, but the results were inferior to the results of the focused 
10 mHz unit. A flat, smooth aluminum panel was used as the reflect-or place with a 
1/4-inch separation between panel and plate. The sharp-focus 10 mHz search unit was 
focused on the surface of the aluminum reflector plate. 
The honeycomb panelswere scanned in the through-transmission mode, usinga pair of 5 mHz 
(pulsed a t  2.25 mHz) or 2 -25 rnHnsearch units for both transmitterond receiver. Penetration of 
ULIWSONlC SV'RCE-1 UNITS USED TO 
EVALUATE THE COMPOSITE STANDARDS 
a. Pulse Echo 
1. 10 mHz sharp focus SIL 57A2789, 0.375 in. dia. 
b. Through-Transmission 
1 .  lOrnHzsharpfocusSlL57A2789, 0.375 in.  dia. and IOmHzsharp 
foc~ts SIL 57A2753, 0.187 in. dia . 
2. 5 mHz flat SIL 57A3619, 0.375, 2 each, with plastic-tape 
diaphragm over face of receiving transducer. 
3. 2.25 mHz flat SIL 57A3615, 0.375 in. dia ., 2 each, with plastic 
tape diaphragm over face of receiving crystal. 
10 mHz ultrasound was not sufifieient to be used on the honeycomb standards. For 5 mHz 
or 2-25 rni-iiz aperation: the receiving search unlt was masked with a plastic tape 
diaphragm with a 0.2-inch-diameter hole for better clari ty of detail. The aligned 
search units were seprated by 2.3 inches. 
The voltage limits and sensi t i v i t y  on the transigraph were set to provide good overall 
recording contrast over zach panel. An alternate approach (not attempted) i s  to obtain 
optimum contrast between defective and defect-free regions in the panel. However, 
the former approach usually provided satisfactory results similar to that attainable in 
the latter approach. An upper l imi t  of 30 volts and a lower l imi t  of  10 volts were 
chosen, corresponding to signals a t  fu l  I-scale deflection (on the display) and 
25 percent deflection, respectively. 
The signa Is that emerge from the filamentary composite, and then recorded, have been 
modulated by the inherent structural variations in the material. This presents the prob- 
lem of discriminating between defects and good material on the recording. The signals 
from the honeycomb composite inc ludes modulations from variations in two filament/ 
epoxy face-sheets, the thickness variations and bond quality of two adhesive layers, 
and the patterned structure of the honeycomb core material. Hence, small defect 
indications may be lost in a maze of indications from structural details. 
Ultrasonic Results 
Evaluation o f  the f lat  panels required setting the UM 721 sensitivity control a t  different 
levels for the plain and the titanium substrate areas. Various panel thicknesses on 
either area also require different sensitivity levels for optimum contrast for a given 
thickness, although in this program, most panels were scanned a t  a f ixed sensitivity set 
up on the medium thickness o f  the panel. 
Results of ultrasonic C-scan eva luations of the panels are discussed below in terms s f  
defect type. 
Bensity/$orssiiiy and Resin Variations 
The C--scan recordings of the flat graphite Panel 101 and Flat boron Panel 104 shown in 
Figures 6 and 7, respectively, show a difference between the bare (without titanium) 
portions of the pnefs  having porosi"Ty and having no porosity (porosity i s  due to the 
presence sf microhl lsans only) .  This i s  evidenced by a darker shading for the non- 
p rournreas .  On ly  a slight difference can be seen between the low and the high 
resin-to-fiber ratio, the Former being darker in shade, However, these differences can 
be made more discriminating by optimizing the sensitivity, reject, and eonfrast controls 
of the UM721 and the Transigraph . Significant differences between these defective 
conditions did not appear in  areas containing the titanium substrate with the particular 
NDT set-up used. 
The &-scan recordings of the honeycomb Panels 102, 103, 105, and 106 are shown in 
Figures 8, 9, 10, and 1 1, respectively. In a l l  of  the C-scans, considerable difference 
i s  shown between the porous (microballoons), over-cured regions and the non-porous 
regions, regardless of the resin -to-fiber (r-f) ratio. Significant differences d id not 
appear between the porous low r-f area and high r-f areas for the setup used. 
Cure Variations - Inclusions 
C-scan recordings of the f la t  graphite Panel 207 and the f lat  boron Panel 210 are 
shown in Figures 12 and 13, respectively. The backing inclusion (misplaced in the 
boron panel) i s  easily detectable, as this does not permit transmission o f  the ultrasound 
a t  any frequency attempted (10 mHz, 5.0 mHz, and 2.25 mHz) . The backing i s  
detectable under titanium substrate in the graphite panel . There i s  slight, but incon- 
sistent, evidence that the undercure portion of the panels permits less transmission than 
the properly cured portion . 
The backing inclusion i s  readily seen also in the 6-scan recordings of honeycomb 
Panels 208, 209, 21 '1, and 212 shown in Figures 14, 15, 16, and 17, respectively. 
indications of the undercure condition do not appear in these recordings but would be 
in  the lower ha I f  o f  the reeordings (except for Panel 21 2, Figure 17, which was scanned 
on the opposite side with respect to the other panels) had the technique been sensitive 
to this particular defect. 
Bias Variations 
Figures 18 and 19 show the C-scan recordings o f  the f lat  graphite Panel 313 and the 
f la t  boron Panel 31 6, respectively, These recordings easi i y  revei? l the *45" a ibnment 
0 
of "re fibers, Evidence of "re 10 misa l ignment  in "riie second ply is noticeable in t he  
0.020-inch thick section in the upper half' of figure, but in thicker sections, the 
recsrdir7g features are dominated by the orientation of subsequent plies which tend to 
0 
obscure the  18 unisglignment, 
Figures 20, 21 , 22, and 23 shew the C-scan recordings of honeycomb Panels 314, 31 5, 
317, and 318. The only features recognizable in the recordings are those of the honey- 
comb core, in a l l  panels. Filament features cannot be seen superimposed on the core 
detail; thus, the second ply misalignment cannot be observed in the C-scans. 
Broken Fibers, Overlaps, Fiber Spacing 
The C-scan recording of the flat graphite Panel 41 9 i s  shown in Figure 24. The 1/4- 
inch by 6-inch slots in the third ply of this panel are observable in a l l  thickness ranges 
in both plain and substrated areas. The overlaps in the second ply appear as lighter 
areas in the recording, while the fiber spacing voids in the second ply appear as 
darker areas. Except for the 6-inch s l i t s ,  results are similar for the boron Panel 422 
shown in Figure 25, although with somewhat less definition. Resolution of narrow slits 
across the boron fibers in this panel appear to be beyond the capability of the instru- 
mentation (operating a t  10 mHz with a focused transducer). 
The C-scan recordings for the honeycomb Panels 420, 421, 423, and 424 are in Figures 
26, 27, 28, and 29, respectively. None of the slots, overlaps, fiber spacings, and 
slits are apparent in these recordings as the signal-to-noise ratio (with respect to the 
defect signals) i s  quite low for the setup used. This i s  due to the complexity of these 
panels. The thickness steps are generally observable in a l l  the panels. 
Delaminations/t)isbond - Plain and Titanium 
Figure 30 and 31 show C-scan recordings of Panels 525 and 526, respectively. The f lat 
graphite Panel 525 presented considerable variations to the ultrasonic signal, but a l l  
defects are revealed, inc Iuding the 1/4-inch and l/2-inc h armalon/tedlar inserts (for 
disbonds between 2nd and 3rd plys), the 1/2-inch inserts between the laminate and 
titanium (adhesive disbond), and the general disbsnd produced by incorporating pre- 
aged material into the p n e l .  Results for the flat boron Panel 526 are similar, but. with 
considerably less variations. 
Figures 32and 33 show theC-scan recordings for two N o .  527paneis (1/2-inch h o n e y c o m b  
withgraphitefaeesheets). Figure 32 isa C--scan of theoriginal No.  5%7(A) pane! withal1 
intendeddefeck butaIso with rrrany uninten"rionaI disbondswhich l imit  the usefulness of the 
panel. Asa result of theobviously poor quality in theoriginal panel, a second Panel 527(8) 
was fabricated, but the laminate/honeycomb disbond insertsand the crushed core were inad- 
vertently left outof this panel. TheC-scan of thissecond panel (Figure 33) showsonly the 
1/4-inc h interlaminardisbondsand thegeneral disbondarea produced by the preaged 
materia 1. A new panel was constructed to conform "r the design for Panel N o .  5276. This 
panel inc Iudesa II of thedesigned artif ic ia I defectsand ins ludes no unintentional disbonds. 
The ultrasonic 6-scan of this panel isshown in Figure 7'1 which revea Is the presenceof a l l  
intentional defects and no unintentional disbond areas. 
Figures 34, 35, and 36 show the C-scan recordings for honeycomb Panels 528, 529, and 
530. The far-side and near-side core-to-laminate disbonds and the crushed core are 
easily visible in  these recordings. The 1/4-inch interlaminar disbonds between 2nd and 
3rd plies are easily observable in the l/2-inch-thic k Panel 529, but are only purtial ly 
observable in the 1 -inch-thick Panels 528 and 53Q. The honeycomb core and adhesive 
layer tend to cause overlapping of the structural images on the recordings, distorting 
feature boundaries and causing the defects to appear smaller than their actual size. 
The small representation of some of the I/2-inch near-side disbonds suggests that a 
near-side disbond as small as 1/4 inch may be completely obscured by the tendency for 
features to become overlapped. This tendency can probably be alleviated by using a 
search unit  o f  smaller diameter and increasing the operating frequency. The preaged 
area on the lower fourth of each panel does not appear on the recordings for Panels 528, 
529, and 530, but does appeslr sn the recording for Panel 527. The behavior of the 
preaged material in forming good or bad bonds with a d j a c e n ~ a t e r i a l  during the curing 
process was unpredic fa ble . 
Radioaraphis Evaluation 
The composite standards were radiographed to reveal the f iner detail of *he honeycomb 
core and filament c imiacteristics , X-i-ay and neutron rad iq i -aphy were used i r i  this 
program. However, neutror~ radiography was used only on a trial basis and was applied 
to Panel 29 4 ( b o r o n ~ o n e Y ~ ~ m b )  and to n Lockhoed ranel similar to Pone1 102 
honeycomb) 
AI I panels were X-rayed in the Loc klseed-Georgia production radiographic Facilities, 
A conventional X-ray technique was foiesllswed using a Nsrelcs MG 950 X-ray machine 
operating at 50 kilovolts and 4 milliamperes 6s obtain the exposures. A Norelcs type 
150/BE tube having a focal spot size of 2.5 millimeters was instal led in the X-ray 
machine. The radiographs were made at a f i  lm-foca I-distance of 50 inches on Ansco 
Type B film. The graphite (flat and honeycomb) panels were exposed for 45 seconds, 
and the boron (flat and honeycomb) panels were exposed for 25 seconds. The exposed 
fi lm was developed automatically in a Kodak industrial X-omat Processor. 
Because of the similarity of density of the graphite fibers and epoxy matrix, radiographs 
showing individual fibers could not be produced for the graphite standards. Only gross 
fiber characteristics due to bunching tendencies can be seen readily . When a titanium 
substrate i s  present, i t  i s  even more diff icult to observe the composite features. The 
density of  the boron fibers, on the other hand, i s  sufficiently different from the epoxy, 
phenolic core and titanium to produce good contrast in the radiographs. Filament char- 
acteristics in the boron standards can be seen quite easily, particularly in the flat 
panels. The radiographs for the boron honeycomb panels are very "busy" due to the 
individua I components, and the fibers in the face sheet c losest to the fi lm dominate the 
radiographs as far as overall fiber features are concerned. Results of the X-radiographic 
evaluation are discussed below in terms of defect type. The figures giving the X-radio- 
graphic results were produced from reduced positive photographs of the radiographs in 
which some of the defect detail present in the original radiographs i s  no longer present. 
X-Radiographic Results 
The density, porosity, and resin variations are not discernible in the radiographs for 
either the graphite or boron panels. Revealing these types of defects in filament 
composites may be nearly impossible for ordinary production and radiographic techniques. 
Fiber bunching and thickness variations are distinguishable in the graphite flat Panel 
101 (Figure 37), but only the core features are visible in honeycomb Panels 102 and 
103 (Figures 38 and 39). individual filaments as well as thickness variations and hsney- 
comb core are distinguishable in ihe radiographs sf the b r a n  panels (Figures 40, 41, 42). 
Cure Variations - lnc lusions 
---- <--- 
In the radiograph for the graphite flat Panel 207 (Figure 43) the & ~ k i n g  inclsdsiain is 
discernible as a change in shade, but the undercure area is n o t  distinguishable, Thick- 
ness steps and fiber bunching are distinguishable in the bare portions of "re panel. In 
the radiographs for the graphite honeycomb Panels 208 and 209 in Figures 44. and 45, 
respectively, only the core wa l Is are discernible . 
In Figure 46, the radiograph for the f lat boron Panel 210, does not reveal the backing 
or undercure areas, although the filaments and thickness steps are visible. These csm- 
ments also apply to the radiographs of Panels 21 1 and 21 2 shown in Figures 47 and 48. 
Panel 212 has sealant infusion in the left upper and lower corners. 
Bias Variations 
The radiograph for the flat graphite Panel 313, in Figure 49, shows the gross fiber 
bunching in &45O orientations, but the 10' misalignment of the second ply i s  not 
discernible. Thickness variations are visible in the bare areas. The face sheets are 
not sufficiently visible in the radiograph for graphite/honeycomb Panel 314 in Figure 
50 to show orientations, although thickness variations are faintly visible. Fiber 
orientations are not visible in the Panel 315 radiograph in Figure 51. Core features 
are dominant in both these panels. 
In Figure 52, the radiograph for Panel 316 does show the 10" misalignment of the 
second ply amidst the &45O orientation of the other plies in a l l  thickness ranges. A l l  
thickness steps are visible. The 10' misalignment and 145' fiber orientations are 
visible in the radiographs for Panels 31 7 and 31 8 in Figures 53 and 54, respectively. 
The lo0 misalignment i s  not readily visible in the 0.050-inch and 0.060-inch thickness 
steps of either panel, however. 
Broken Fibers, Overlaps and Spacing 
In Figure 55, the radiograph for Panel 419 reveals a l l  defects including the fiber gaps 
(1/4-iisch slots), overlaps, and spacing in the plain area. In honeycoinb Panels 420 
and 421 shown in Figures 56 and 57, respectively, the I/4-inch slots are visible only 
in the 0 -020-inch thickness step sf Panel 421 and are n o t  discernible in other thickness 
ranger; or in Panel 420. The second-ply voids and overlaps are visible in both panels. 
The radiograph for Panel 420 shows sea [ant infus ion in the core near the center edge of 
the 0 +020-.thicl<ness step. 
The radiograph for the flat boron Panel 4-22 in  Figure 58 showti the slits,. void, and 
overlap in the plain area, Slits are also visible in the substrate area. For honeycomb 
Panels 423 and 424 (Figures 59 and 60),  voids and overlaps are visible, but the slits are 
no"riscernible in either panel. These slits may be revealed i f  the defective face sheet 
i s  placed nearest the fi lm during radiographic exposure. 
Delaminations/bisbonds - Plain and Titanium 
In the radiograph of Panel 525 shown in Figure 61, the 1/4-inch and 1/2-inch 
armalon/tedlar inserts in the second and third plies are visible in each thickness range. 
The pre-aged second and third plies appear as slightly lighter shading in the lower half 
of the panel. In the boron Panel 526 radiograph (Figure 62), the inserts are not dis- 
cernible. Thickness steps and filaments are visible. Since exposure times sufficient to 
reveal filament characteristics are not enough to expose the armalon and tedlar inserts, 
they are not visible in the radiographs. 
Delaminations/Disbonds - Honeycomb 
The radiographs for graphite honeycomb Panel 528 are shown in Figure 63. The crushed 
core, armalon/tedlar inserts for far- and near-side disbonds and second-ply disbonds 
are visible in Panel 528. Figures 64 and 65 show the radiographs for the two 527 panels. 
In Figure 64, only the 1/4-inch inserts between second and third plies are visible, and 
the other intentional defects are not discernible. In Figure 65, a l l  defects are discem- 
ible. The pre-aged area in either panel i s  not discernible. A print of the radiograph 
for Panel N o .  427C i s  shown in Figure 72. Only the crushed core defects are visible 
in the reproduction . 
The radiographs for the boron honeycomb Panels 529 and 530 are shown in Figures 66 
and 67, respectively. The pre-aged area and the inserts are not visible in either 
radiograph. The crushed core areas are discernible only in Panel 529. Filaments, 
core, and thickness steps are observable in both panels. 
Neutron Radiography 
Two honeycomb wnels were sulsiected to a neutron radiqrerpkic process on a tria f 
bas is ,  using the  1000-kilowertf Georgia Tech Research Wmctsr as the neutron source. 
This faci l i ty i s  owned and operated by the School s f  Nuclear Engineering of the 
Georgia Institute of Technology in A t l an t a ,  Georgia, and has been used heavi ly  in 
biomedical crpplicai-ions* Panels  given Zhe rioutron exposure incloded a e l e r r ~ i t ~ / ~ o r s s i t ~  
and resin variat ion pane l  (#10%t - graphite) and a cure variatinn/inclusiori panel 
(#211 - boron) , 
The reactor uses a highly enriched uranium-235 source moderated and cooled with 
heavy water (D20). The fac i l i t y  consists of a beam port exit ing into a large shielded 
room (orig ina I ly designed for therma I -neutron cancer therapy) . Neutrons enter the 
room through a circular 4-inc h-diameter port with a remote-control led shutter. 
Bismuth blocks are used to decrease the gamma-ray components of the neutrons. A 
diagram of the fac i l i ty  i s  shown in Figure 68. 
In making the exposures, the panels were placed in the neutron beam at  a distance of 
128.5 inches from the port. The beam had a diameter of 0.5 inch a t  the port, powered 
by the 1-megawatt reactor. An oscillating aluminum/cadmium anti-scatter gr id  was 
used between the panel and detector fo i l  to reduce the number of scattered neutrons 
intercepted by the fo i l .  This improves resolution and sharpness of the image. The 
detecting fo i l  itself i s a  dysprosium sheet about 0.010 inch thick. The images were 
exposed on NS54T fi lm for 60 minutes. Some experimentation with the system 
parameters was necessary to convert from a biomedical-oriented setup to one suitable 
for evaluating the composite panels. 
Neutron Radiqraphy Results 
Since these tests were done on a very limited basis, the potential usefulness in evalua- 
t ing boron and graphite materia Is  with epoxy matrices has not been ful ly determined. 
The absorption coefficients of neutrons for various materials differ radically from 
coefficients o f  X-rays for the same materials. For instance, boron and lead are quite 
transparent to neutrons but not to X-rays. Hydrocarbons are somewhat opaque to 
neutrons but transparent to X-rays. Therefore, there i s  a potentia I for neutron radiog- 
raphy to serve a useful role in eva lusting composite materials, serving to complement 
X-ray and ofher MDT techniques. 
Figures 69 and 30 are positive prints of neutron mdiograpI:~ made o n  bsron/horseycsmb 
Panels 21 9 and the bockheed graphitejC.~sneycomI-, panel. 
Figure 69 represents an area near a comer of the boron Panel 21 1 ,  showing the 0.040-, 
0.050- and 0 -060-inch thickness steps. A dark horizontal b n d  about 2 inches below 
the tap coincides with the undercure area can the p n e l .  Figure 7% presents a high 
degree of resolution in showing core features in L o c  kheed Panel 102L, a graphite/ 
honeycomb composite. The dark streaks in this print are due to imperfections in the 
anti-scatter grid. 
lnf rared Eva lua t ion 
One promising method for evaluating f i  lamen tary composites of the type fabricated 
under this program i s  infrared NDT. The infrared system available a t  Lockheed-Georgia 
i s  ca lied the Traversing Infrared Inspection System (TIRIS) and uses the Bofors T-101 
infrared camera as the main component. The heat i s  supplied by two electrically heated 
air blowers, which i s  applied to the panel before scanning with an adjustable lead time. 
The Bofors display unit i s  equipped with a Polaroid scope camera for recording size and 
shape of detected voids. Operation i s  monitored on an auxiliary 8" x 10" CRT display. 
The system i s  calibrated by means of a spec ia I l y  designed black body fitted with a 
digital thermometer, which i s  used as a gray scale. 
This system can be used to evaluate bonded assemblies up to 80 inches by 202 inches, 
and i t  i s  particularly suited for metallic materials. A honeycomb panel similar to Panel 
102 (graphite face sheets 0.020 to 0.060 inch thick, 1/2-inc h honeycomb core con- 
taining density, porosity and resin variations) was submitted for preliminary evaluation 
with T IR IS .  Unfortunately, the best results strongly indicated that the system in i t s  
present arrangement i s  not suitable for evaluating specimens of this type and of such 
sma I I size as fabricated under this program. Problems of heat dissipation associated 
with the relatively small panel rendered the evaluation ineffective. Plans to submit 
additional panels for evaluation by T l R i S  were thwarted by a breakdown in the 
equipment. Thus, infmred evaluation of the composite standards i s  inconc lusive. 
Summary of Nondestructive Eva luation 
The results sf the ultrasonic C-scan and the X-ray radiographic evalua"rons are 
summarized in Table !I!. This table lists the intentional defects which were fabricated 
into each p n e l  and whether the defect was detected with the ultrasonic technique, the 
X-ray technique, or with both techniques. An ""Of deetetes that the defect was not 
discernilaie by either technique with the parameters used. 
TABLE I I I  
SUMWRY OF PANEL DEFECTS AND THE NDT TECHNIQUES WITH 
WHICH THEY WERE DETECTED 
l l  - Detected with X-ray technique 0 - No t  detected by either method 
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MMINATE OF FOUR PLIES OF BOROM//&POXV 
APPROXiMATELY 0,020 INCH THICK 
Magnification: 50X 
Arrow Points to Zone Shown Magnified 
Below - Contains Microbai loons to 
Simulate Resin Porosity 
4th Ply 
3rd Ply 
Microba I loons 
2nd Ply 
FIGliRE 1 ,  PMOPQidICROGMIPH OF CROSS-SECTION OF 
FOUR-PLY SEGhiiEMT OF BORON -EPOXY 
DESTRUCTIVE TEST PANEL NO. 104 
T E N  PLIES OF GRAPI-ZITE/EPBXY APPROXIMYE LV 0,058 INCH THICK 
Arrow Poin ts to Zone Shown Magnified Below - Contains Delamination Product 
Magnif i -  
cation: 
50X 
3d by lnser 
Delamination 
FIGURE 2, PHOTQMICROGRAPH OF CROSS SECTION OF PEN-PLY SEGMENT OF 
GRAPHITE/EPBXV DESTRUCTIVE TEST PAMEL NO. 525 
LAMINATE OF TEN PLIES OF GRAPHITE/EPOXY 
APPROXIMATELY 0.050 INCH THICK 
Magnification: 50X 
FIGURE 3, PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF CROSS SECTION OF TEN-PLY SEGMENT OF 
GRAPH ITE/EPOXY DESTRUCTIVE TEST PAMEL NO, 525 
FIGlJRE 4 ,  HONEYCOMB COKE WlSH TYPICAL. 3/4-INCH DIAMETER 
CRUSHED AREAS USED IN PANEL lqO.'s 5527 THKU 530 
26 
PULSE-ECHO TECHNIQUE THROUGH-TRANSMISSION TECHNIQUE 
TO & FROM r FROM PULSER 
PLATE 
TRANSMITTING 
SEARCH UNIT 
COMPOSITE 
V l N G  
SEARCH UNIT 
TO PULSER/RECEIVER 
FIGURE 5. LINE BUWINGS ILLUSPRAYING THE ULTPP4S6NIC PULSE-ECHO 
AND THROUGH-TWMSMISSiON TECHNIQUES USED IN EVALU- 
ATING THE COMPOSITE STANDARD PANELS 
27 
FIGURE 6, ULTRASONIC C-SCAN RECORDING AT 10 mMz OF THE FLAP GRAPHITE 
PANEL 101 SHOWING POROUS CONE?! i iONS IN AREAS AL AND DL 
FIGURE 7, ULTR4liQNlC C-SCAN RECORDING AT 10 mMz OF THE FLAT BORON 
PANEL 104 SHOVVING POROUS CONDITIONS iN AL AND DL 
FiGURE 8, ULTWSONIC C-SCAN RECORDINGS AT 2-25 mHr OF THE I/2-INCH 
GUPHITE HONEYCOMB PANEL 102 SHO1,n(lNG POROlJS 
CONDITIONS IN AREAS A AND B 
FIGURE 9. hlLPR4SBHlC C-SCAN RECORDINGS AT 2,25 mHz OF THE I-INCH 
GWPHITE/HBNEYCOMB PANEL 103 SHOWING POROUS 
CONDITIONS IN AREAS A AND 19 
FIGURE 10, ULTRASONIC C-SCAN RECORDING AT 2-25 m H z  OF THE 'I/Z-INCH 
B0RQH/HOMEYCOMR PANEL 105 SHOWING POROUS 
CONDITIONS IN AREAS A AND 3 
FIGURE 11 .  ULTRASONIC C-SCAN RECORDING AT 2.25 rnHz OF THE 1-INCH 
BOKON/HONEYCOMR PANEL '1 06 SH OfidlFdG POROUS 
CONDITIONS IN AREAS A AND D 
FlGCdRE 12, ULTWSONlC C-SCAN RECORDING AT 10 mHz OF THE FMT GMPHITE 
PANEL 207 SHOWiNC THE DACKiNG INCLUSION IN AREAS FL AND 
F~ 
FIGURE 13, LILTMSONIC C-SCAN RECORDING AT 10 mWz OF THE F U T  BORON 
PANEL 210 SI-IOVJING THE BACKING INCLUSION iN AREA G L  
(MISPMCED FROM AREAS FL AND FLT) 
FIGURE 74, ULTWSONIG C-.SCAN RECORDING AT %,25 mHz OF THE I/;?-INCH 
G;V$4PWlTE/k~ONEYC8MS PANEL 208 SWO\Nli".IS THE BACKING 
INGE_US88N iN AREA F 
FIGURE 15. LILTWSQNIC C-SCAM RECORDING AT 2 -25 mHz OF THE I-INCH 
GRBQHITE/HOHEYCOMR PANEL 289 SH6WlNG THE BACKING 
lNCLUSlON 1N ARM F 
FIGURE 16, ULTWSBNlC C-SCAM RECORBlNG AT 2 -25 mHz OF THE 1/2-!NCH 
t30ROP4/l"ig3T~EYCORA,B PANEL 21 1 SMOWIFalG THE BACKING 
INCLUSION IN AREA F 
FIGURE 17, ULTMSONIC (3-SCAN RECORDING AT 2,%5 m H z  OF THE f -IP.ICI-1 
RORBN/HONE'./CGE)MB PANEI- 21 2 SHOWING THE BACKING 
INCLUSION IN AREA F 
FIGURE 18, ULTMSOIqlC C-SCAN RECORDlNG AT 10 rni-?lz OF THE FLAT 
GRAPHITE I%ANEt 31 3 SHOWIbJG GROSS FIBER 
ORIENPAl"!ONS 
FIGURE 119, ULTiteiSONlG C-SCAN RECORDING AT 40 mHz OF THE FLAT 
BORON PANEL 31 6 SHOWING GROSS FY BER ORIENTATIONS 
FiG1IRE 20, Ub-TMSON.klC C-SCAN RECORDING AT 2,25 mHz OF THE 
1/2-INCH GRAPHlTE/HONEYCOMB PANEL 354 
FIGURE 21 . LJLTMSQM tC C-SCAN REGORDiNG AT 2-25 m H z  OF THE 
1 -INCH GRAPMiTE/HQNEYCOMB PANEL 315 
43 
FlGllRE 22, ULTMSONIC C-SCAN RECORDING AT 2,125 mMn OF THE 
l/2-INC1-1 BORC)N/HONEYCQ~MB PANEL 31 7 
44 
FIGURE 23,  ULTWSQNIG C-SCAN RECORDING AT 2,25 mHz OF THE 
1 -INCH BBROM/HONEVCOIV\B PAMEL 3% 8
FIGURE 24, ULTWSONtC C-SCAM RECORDING AT 10 mHz OF THE FLAT GRAPHITE 
PANEL 419 SHOWING THE I/4-INCH SLOTS (i,, L i t ) *  OVERMPS 
( i , , J , , ) ,  AND SPACING VO\DS (KI,K,I) IN THE FIBER PiICS 
FIGURE 25. UIITMSONIC C-SCAN RECORDING AT 90 mHz OF T H E  FLAT BORON 
PANEL '22 SHOWING THE F i l A M E N i  PLY OVERLAPS (J I J IS AND 
SPACING VOIDS (K  /,K 
FiSldRE 26, ULTMSONIC C-SCAN RECORDING AT 2,25 rnt-iz OF THE I/i-lladCH 
GMPH ITE/HQNEVCBMB PANEL 4-20 
FIGURE 27,  ULTRASONIC C-SCAN RECORDING AT 2,251 rni4z 01" THE 
I -IPICH GRAPHITE/HONE\,~COFJ\B PANEL 421 

FIGURE 29.  ULTRASONIC C-SCAN RECORDING AT 2.25 mHz OF THE 
I -INCH BOROPS/HO~~~EVC~>MB PANEL 424 
FIGURE 30. LTLTBASONlC 6:-SCAN RECORDING AT 10 m H z  OF T H E  F L A T  G-WPf-ilTE 
PANEL 525, IHE SIMULATED INTERLAMINAR ( O , ,  N,,N ,i) AND 
ADHESIVE DlSWBI.4DS (P), AND T H E  GENEML DISBOND DUE TO 
MATERIAL PKE-AGED 60 DAYS (R,,RII) 
FIGURE 31. IlilTRASONlC C=-SCAN RECORDING P,T 10 mH-i. OF THE FLAT BORON 
PANEL 526 SHOWlNG THE SIMULATED lNTERlAMlNAR (O,'N ltNit) 
AND ADHESIVE ($1 BISBBNDS AND THE GENERAL DlSBOND AREA 
PRODUCED BY USE OF MATERIAL PRE-AGED 60 DAYS ( R I , R l t )  
FlGbfRE 3 2 ,  ULTI;?ASONiC 6-SCAbL RECORDII4G AT 2-25 n?Hz OF THE I/%-INCH 
GFtksPHiinTE/i+ONE\fCOMP PANEI 527 ( ! I ? )  SH"jB\?llNG ALL THE 
INTENDED DEFFCTS AS WEI 1 AS MANY IJNtNTENTIBNAL BISBBNDS 
FIGURE 33, UH-FBASONIC C-SCAN RECBRDBNG AT 2-25 mWz OF THE I/2-INCH 
GP,APH~TE~HONBt_aiCOMB PANEL 527 / # I )  SHOWING O N  THE 
lid-INCH INTERMMINAR DISKOND? ( N l j  AND THE PREAGEB 
ARE.4 (RI) 
FIGURE 34, ULTWSQNIC C-SCAN RECORDfMG AT 2,25 mHz OF THE 1 -INCH 
SBCzPHi4E/i-18i~EVCON\B PANEL 528 SHOWING THE INTER- 
iAMll.iAR (N /), FAR-SIDE (M) A N D  NEAR-SIDE (P) ADHESIVE 
FIGURE 35. ULTWSONIC il SC/Ii.,l PECOKOING A1 2.25 n 1 l - l ~  (3% THE ID-iNCI-i 
BOROI.~/HONE'~I~SM~~ PAl*."; 595' ?ZOWING THE Ib.dTERlAbl\lk4AR 
(N,). I [ >  4 [ 5 -  (P; [>;:e{)I.lD- ANl: fiii 
CRUSHED COlels. (Q) 
FIGURE 36,  ULTWSOMIG C-SCAM RECORDING AT 2-25 WIHZ OF T H E  I- INCH 
BORON/HONEYCC)MB PANEL 530 SHOWING THE INTERMMINAR 
(N ,), FAR-SIDE (M) AP-ID NEAR-SIDE (P) DISBONDS AND THE 
FlGUWE 37. RADIOGRAPI4IC PRlblf OF TkjE TWT GPb4PHITE PANEL 101 (POROSITY 
AND R E S I N  'dAWIATIONS NOT DISCERNIBLE) 
59 
FIGURE 38, WADlOGMPHlC PRINT OF THE 4/2-iN61-I GRAPHITE/HONEYCOMB 
PANEL 162 (POROSITY AND RESIN VARIATlONS NOT DISCERNIBLE) 
$0 
F ~ G U R E  39 ,  WDIOGMPI-IK PRINT OF THE 4 -WCH GRP,PI~~TE/HQ~".-~EYCOMB 
PANEL 463 (POROSITY A N D  R E S I N  VARIATIONS NOT DISCERNlBLE) 
6 1 
FIGURE $0.  rd*BIQGPAPI-IIC PRiNT OF %ME FLAT 88RON PANE% 104 (PORCaSlTY 
AND RESIN VARIATIONS NOT D ISCERiis 1BL.E) 
62 
FIGURE 41 . RABIQGWPHIC PRINT OF T H E  I/2-INCH BORON/kIONEYCBMB 
PANEL 105 (POROSITY AND RESIN VARIATIONS HOT 
DISCERNIBLE) 
FIGURE 42. WDIBGWPHfC PRINT OF T H E  9-INCH B@ROt'~~/E4ONEYCBMB 
PANEL 106 (POROSITY AND RESIN VARlA bi6)F !$ NOT 
D rSCERN1BLE) 
FIGURE 43. RADIQGWPHIC PRINT OF T H E  F I A T  GWPHITE PANEL. 203 
(SHOWING THE BACKING INCLUSION (FL) 
65 
FIGURE 44, RADiOGBAPI-416 PRlNI  OF THE 3/2-INCH GWPH!TE/HONEYCOMB 
PANEL 208. BACKlNG INCLUSION (FL) AND UNDERCUKE (GJ 
ARE NOT D1SCERNiBI.E. 
FIGURE 45. WDIBGWPHIC PRINT OF T H E  I - INCH GWPE-IITE/H(SN~COMB 
PANEL 209. BACKING INCLUSION (Fd  AND UNDERCURE (GL) 
ARE NOT DISCERNIBLE. 
FIGURE 46 UDlOGV&*PHIIC Pkclf~J I C)b 1 HI' h l  h i YC)I&C)I\I Pf" I.4k;i I RACKING 
1NCL.USION (F, 1 AND IINIILRLIJKI (Cl ,k Alik id( 1 i i 15' L I:NITSIE. 
I ? 
FIGURE 47- KADIOGMPHIC 1'1111264 OF TPIE 1/2-iNGH I30KOE'd/WONEVCQMB 
PANEL 21 1 . BACKIIX~L i!dLiU5iC;i4 (ii) AiiilJ UNVCRCURI (GL) 
ARE NOT DISCERNIBLE. 
FIGURE 4.8. RADIQGWQHIG P R I N T  OF T H E  a --INCH B O R ~ ~ . ~ / I - ~ C ; N E Y C ~ M B  
PANEL 212 BACKING INCII j i iON (k, ) At*J.-iJ iINDFMCIIRF 
(Gi) ARE NOT DISCERNIBLE. L 
FIGURE 49, WD18GWPHIC PRINT OF THE FEAT GWPW tPE PANEL 313 SfiOWlP4G 
THE MISALIGNED PLY (HL) AS A SLIGHTLY DARKER REGION 

FIGURE 51, KABlOGWPHIC PRlNT OF THE 4-INCH -IWPHlTE/H(9NEYGOMB 
PANEL 315. MlSALlGNED PLY (HL) IN FACE SHEET IS NO[ 
D I SCERM I BCE . 
FIGURE 52. MDIOGWPHIC PRINT OF T H E  FLAT BORON PANEI- 316, SHOWING 
FiBER /MISALIGNMENT IN THE LEFT-HAND PORilON OF HLT 
FIGURE $3.  RADIQGRAPI--IIC PKiNT OF THE 9/2-lliiCH -iB8RON/HOM EYCOMe3 
PANEL 317 SHOWING PLY SEPAWTION DUE TO BUTT JOINS 
MISALIGNMENT (ARROW) 
FIGURE 54, WDIOGRAPHIC IV.INT Or I F t F  1 -8!\jC11 DOROa'6/i-IONEYCOAi\B 
PANEL 3 18 SHOWIPIC, PLY SkPAli$i:l ION UUk 1 0  bUTT JOINT 
MlSAbf GNMENT (ARROW) 
FlGlJRE 55. KkDlOGWPHlC P R I N T  OF THk FLAT GRAPHITE PANEL 4.19 SHOWING 
TI4E 7,,/ih1' SLOTS, OVERLAPS AND SPACING VOIDS IN THE FIBER 
PhYS (MOST iNDICATIBNS COST IN REPRi1)DUCTIOI.1) 
F I G U R E  56, RADIOGRAPHIC P R I N T  OF THE I/~-INCH GMPH~TE/HQNE~~CQMB 
PAMEL 420 SHOWlNG THE (ISVERMPS AbID SPACING VOIDS IN 
THE FIBER FLIES (LOST IN REPRODUCTION) 
FIGURE 57. MB149GRAPHIC PRINT OF THE I -INCH GRAPHITE/MONEVCBMB 
PANEL 421 Si3BWIMG THE 7/4--INCH SLOT (IN THE 0,020-fMCH 
THICK SECTION), T H E  OVERWPS, AND THE SPACiNG VOlDS 
I N  THE FIBER PLIES (LOST IN REPRODUCTION) 
FIGURE 58, RADlOGn.hPH$C PRINT OF T H E  F I A T  BBRQbI PANEL 422 SHOWSNG 
THE SLIPS, OVERUPS, AND SPACING 'VOIDS rl\l THE FllAMENT 
PLIES (SOME INDICATIONS LOST IN REPRODUCTION) 
FIGURE 59, MDlOGMPHIG PRINT (31- I W E  i/2--iNCH BORON/HON&YCOMB 
PANEL 423 SkMOWIbIG T"r";t.VERLAPS (DARK i-18RBZGINTAL. 
BANDS) AN0 SPACING Vai;iilP";(ilGHT WOklZONlAL BANDS) 
li.1 7 HU I-ILAMEI\BIu P I  T t S  
FIGURE 60. WD10GWPHIG PRINT OF THE I-INCH BBRON/HONEVCOlV\B 
PANEL 424 SHOWING THE OVERIAPS (DARK HORIZONTAL 
BANDS) AND SPAClNG VOIDS (LIGHT HQRIZONTAl. BANDS) 
IN THE FIE-AMENWLIES 
FIGURE 67. RGIBIOGUPHIC PRINT OF T H E  FLAY GMPI-IITE PA,MEL 525 
SHOWlNG T H E  I/4-INCH AND I/2-INCH INSERTS 
CAUSING DISBQNDP 
FIGURE 6 2 ,  RADIOGMPMIC PRINT OF THE FLAT BORON PANEE. 526 
(INSER-TS NOT DISCERNIBLE) 
FIGURE 63, WDIBGRBPHIC PRINT OF T H U - I N C H  GWPWI%E/HONEY&OMB 
PANEL 528, CONTAINING THE CRUSHED CORE AND T H E  INTER- 
MMlNAR, HEAR-SIDE, AND FAR-SIDE D I SBONDS (NOT 
DlSCERNIBLE IN THIS  REPRODUCTION) 
FIGORE 64, BpriDIOGWPHIC PRINT OF THE 1/2-INCH GMPH~TE/H~91aBEYC(II,MB 
PANEL 527 ( # I ) ,  COhlTAlNIMG THE i/4-BbtCH INSEQTC2 r r J R  
INTERUMINAW DISBONDS 
8 6 
FiGblRE 65, PADlOGWPHlC PRtMT OF: THE I/2-INCH GWPH1T%/f4ONEYCOMB 
PANEL 527 (821, CONTAINING IMTERLBMINAR, FAR-SIDE, NEAR- 
SIDE, AND GENERAL DBSBOMDS AND CRUSHED CORE (NOT 
D lSCERMIBLE IN THIS  REPRODUCTION) 
FIGURE 66, MD16GMPHIC PRINT OF: THE 1/2-INGE-;i BORON/HONEYCOiv4B 
PANEL 529 CBP.%TAIf.JlkaG CRtlSHED CORE AND INTERMMINAR, 
F.AR-SIDE, AND NFAfi-SIDE ISESBONDS (NO1 ESFSCERI\IlBLF 1N 
PHIS REPRODUCTION) 
FIGURE 67, MBIOGRAPHIC PRINT OF THE I-INCH BOROl.Pa/HONEVCOMB 
PANEL 530 CONTAINING CRUSHED CORE AND Ib1TER%I-%MINAR, 
FAR-SIDE, AND NWR-SIDE DI5RONDS (b!0$ DISCERNIBLE fN 
THIS REPRODUCTION) 
COLLIMATOR 
I I 
FIGURE 68. CROSS-SECTION OF NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHIC FACl LITY LOCATED 
AT THE GEORGIA INSPIP UTE OF TECHNOLOGY. 
FIGURE 69, POSlTlVE PR1NT OF A NEUTRON RADBOGP\j?zPH TAKEN OF PORTION 
OF THE 7/2-IMCW BOROM/HONELICOM&, PAEalEL 21 I ,  CON- 
TAINING BACKING INCLUSION AIqD IJIADERCURE 
9 1 
FIGURE 70. POS111VE PRINT OF A NEUTRON WDIOGWPH TP,KEN OF A PORTION 
OF THE ID-INCH GRAPHITE/HObdEYC8F/2B PANEL 902L, SHOWING 
CORE DETAIL RESOLUTION 
FIGURE 71. PRINT OF ULTMSONIC C-SCAN OF PANEL NO, 527(C) SHOWING 
iNTERLAMINAR D ISBONDS (N NEAR-SIDE (P) AND FAR-SIDE (M) 
DISBONDS, CRUSHED CORE (Q), AND THE PREAGED STRIP (RL) 
WHICH RESULTED IN GENERAL DISBOND ING 
FIGURE 72, REDUCED P R I N T  OF RADIOGBAPH OF PANEL NO, 527C 
CONTAINING DEMMINATIBMS, NEAR-SIDE AND 
FAR-SIDE DISBONBS AND CRUSHED CORE (ONLY 
CRUSHED CORE I S  VlSlBLE 1N RADIOGRAPH) 
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APPENDIX 

ALL INCLUDED 
VARIATIONS IN c 
FIRST FOUR PLY8 
\ 
FIGURE A-1 . LAMINATE ASSEMBLY 
Ponel 
N o .  
1 . Lay up three graphite-epoxy laminates, cs shown. Cure. Cay up two 
addit ional laminotes, defect-free. Cure. 
l a .  Bond titonium strips to back of one laminate ( w i ~ h  variations) 
l b .  Bond one laminate (with variations) and one defect-free laminote 
to 1/2" honeycomb core. 
l c .  Bond one laminate (wifh variations) and one defect-.free laminote 
to 1 " honeycomb core. 
2. Same as above for boron-epoxy. 
20. Bond titanium strips to back o f  one laminote. 
2b. Bond one laminate (with variations) and one defect-free laminate 
to 1/2" honeycomb core. 
2c . Same as above to 1 " core. 
AL  - Plain laminate w i th  porosity, low density, ACT - With titanium 
and low r/: ratio. 
B - Plain laminate w i th  low r/f ratio. L BLS - With titanium 
C L  - Plain laminate wi th high r/f ratio. CLP - Wi th  titanium 
D - Plain laminate w i th  porosity, low density, DLT - W i t h  titanium 
and high r/f ratio. 
FIBER OR?ENPATION 
MICROBALLOONS BETWEEN 2ND & 3RD PLY 
MYLAR 
.'.'. ARMALGN 
STRIP IdEATINC; BLANKET - GROSS OVERCURE 
- TITANIUM 
FIGURE A-2. DENSITY/POROSITY AND RESIN VARIATIONS 
-32 BACKING BETWEEN 2ND B 3RD PLY 
INSULATION FOR UNDERCURE 
. . . .  
. . ,  . .  
, . ,  . . .  
. . .  . . . . . , .  
. . . . , . . 
. .  . 
..... .., TITANIUM 
..  . 
FIBER ORIENTATION 
Panel 
N o .  
1 .  
207 
208 
209 
2. 
210 
21 I 
21 2 
Lay up three graphite-epaxy laminates as shown. Cure (insuiated s~de 
to be placed farthest from heat). Lay up two additional laminates, 
defect free. Cure. 
l a .  Bond titanium strips to bock of one laminate (w :h voriotions) \use 
room temperature cure adhesive). 
l b .  Bond one iominate (wi th variations) and one defec* Free li?miirote 
to 1/2" honeycomb core. (Use room temperature cure adhesive ) 
l c  . Same as 1 b .  above for 1 " core. 
Same as 1 .  above for boron-epoxy. 
20. Bond titanium strips to back of one lominote (Gse* room tempera- 
ture cure adhesive.) 
2b. Same as l b .  above for boron-epoxy laminates to 112" core 
2c. Some as l b .  above for boron-epoxy laminotes to 1 "  core 
E L  - Plain lominote, defect free. ELT - With titanium. 
FL  - Plain laminate, wi th backing inclusion. FLT - With titanium. 
GL - Plain laminate, wi th undercure. GLT - With titanium. 
FIGURE A-3. CURE VARIATIONS-INCLUSIONS 
Panel 
N o .  
1 .  Lay up three graphite-epoxy laminates, as shown. Cure. Loy up two 
addition0 l laminotes, defec t-free. Cure. 
l a .  Bond titanium sheet to back of one laminote (w t ih  variations) - Use 
room temperature cure. 
l b .  Bond one laminate (with variations) a n d  one defect-free laminate 
to 1/2" honeycomb core. 
l c  . Same as 1 b .  above for 1 " core. 
Same as 1 . obove for boron-epoxy. 
20. Same os 1 a .  above 
2b. Same as 1 b . above. 
2c. Same as l c  . above. 
Kc$$@ VOID (FIBER SPACING VARIATION) 2ND PLY 
: OVERLAP 2ND PLY 
.-.- 1/4 x 6 INCH SLOTS GRAPHITE 3RD PLY 
---- 6 INCH SLITS BORON 3RD PLY 
........... 
.......... 
.......... 
........... 
........... 
........... 
........... 
........... ........... TITANIUM 
........... 
FlBER ORIENTATION 
J - Plain laminate w i th  overlap. JLT - W i t h  trtanium L 
K - Plain laminate w i th  fiber spacing variation. KLT - \Alith titanium L 
L - Plain laminate w i th  broken fibers. - With  titanium. L 
E L  - Plain laminate, defect free. EL.T - With titanium. 
FIGURE A-4. BROKEN FIBERS, OVERLAPS, FIBER SPACING 
+45O, -45' BIAS 
&\\\E 10' VARIATION SECOND PLY 
............ 
........... 
............ 
.......... 
........... 
. . . . . . . . .  
............ 
...................... TITANIUM 
........... 
Panel 
N o .  
1 .  Lay up three graphite-epoxy laminates, as showri. Cure. Lay up two 
addit ional laminates, defect-fi.ee. Cure. 
l a .  Bond titanium strips to bock of one lamii?ci-e (wi th  vorlciilons) . 
l b .  Bond one laminate (with variotion) oiid one defect-free lominote 
to 1/2" honeycomb core. 
l c  . Same as 1 b.  obove for 1"  core. 
Same as 1 .  obove for boron-epoxy. 
2a. Same as l a .  obove. 
2b. Same as l b .  above. 
2c . Some as l c  . obove. 
t i L  - Plain lominote wi th 100 bias variation. 
HLT - Laminate wi th l o0  bias variation wi th titanium substrate. 
EL - Plain laminote, defect free ELT - With t i tanium. 
FIGURE A-5. BIAS VARIATIONS 
-1 ? / A  I- Typical Top Row Only 
Panel 
N o .  
1 .  Lay up one graphite-epoxy laminate, as shown. Cure. 
525 l a .  Bond titanium panel to back of laminate. 
2. Lay up one boron-epoxy laminate, as shown . Cure .  
526 20. Someas l a .  above. 
NL - Interlaminar disbond, 1/2 inch. N CT - With t i t a n i u m .  
P - Disbond between titanium and laminate. 
RL - Interlaminar disband, general. RLT - With titanium. 
O L  - Interlaminar disbond, 1/4 inch. 
. - 
1/2 INCH ARMALOIVDEDLAR INSERTS 
BETWEEN 2ND AND 3RD PLY, 
BETWEEN TITANIUM AND LAMINATE 
,..- 
PREAGED TO SIWIUI-ATE 60 DAYS OUT OF REFRIGERATION (2ND & 3RD PLYS) 
TITANIUM 
FIBER ORIENTATION 
1/4 INCH ARMALONDEDLAR INSERTS 
BETWEEN 2ND AND 3RD PLY 
FIGURE A-6. DELAMINATIONSDISBONDS - PLAIN AND TITANIUM 
I Panel 
11 -1/4 NO. 
1. Lay up two grophite-epoxy laminates, as shown. Cure. Loy up two 
addit ional laminates, defect-free. Cure. 
527 l a .  Bond one laminate (with variations) ond one defect free laminate 
to 1/2" honeycomb core using inserts as depicted. 
528 1 b . Same as l a .  above for 1 " core. 
2. Same as 1 . above for boron-epoxy . 
529 20. Same as l a .  above for boron-epoxy. 
530 2b. Same as 1 b. above for boron-epoxy . 
_ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ - _ - * - ~ - - - . _ . - - - . - ~ - - - . ~ - - - -  
M - Far side core to laminate disbond. 
ARMALONDED LAR INSERTS 
BETWEEN 2ND A N D  3RD PLY, 1/4 INCH INSERTS 
BETWEEN LAMINATE A N D  HONEYCOMB (FAR SIDE), 1/2 INCH INSERTS 
BETWEEN LAMINATE A N D  HONEYCOMB (NEAR SIDE), 1/2 INCH INSERTS 
3/4 INCH CRUSHED CORE (IRREGULAR DEFORMATION) 
=@ PREAGED PO SIMULATE 60 DAYS OUT OF REFRIGERATION 
I I N - Interlaminar disbond, :/4 inch L I I P - Near side core to laminate disbond I I Q - Crushed core. i I R - Interlaminar disbond, general. 
FIBER ORIENTATION 
FIC;URE A-7. DELAMlNATlONS/DlSBONDS - HONEYCOMB 
FIGURE A-8. ULTRASONIC C-SCAN APPARATUS WlTH THROUGH TRANSMISSION - 
CALIBRATION WlTH COMPOSITE STANDARD 
